
day 1 - Wednesday Sept 11
        8:00         | registration open

9:15 - 9:30     | opening statements

9:30 - 10:45   | invited #1

10:45 - 11:05 | coffee break

Palazzo degli Studi, Folcara

main hall

11:05 - 12:05 | keynote #1

12:05 - 13:20 | invited #2 main hall room 1 room 2 room 3
Latent variable

models for complex

networks - 1

Multi-block data

analysis: methods

and applications

Statistical

data

depths

Gfkl - Applications

and concepts of

classification

Giovanni Betta | Enrica Iannucci | Roberto Rocci | Francesca Greselin | Giovanni C. Porzio

room 1 room 2 room 3 main hall

Archetypal analsys

and related methods

Clustering time

dependent data

Recent methodological

advances in finite mixture

modeling with applications

New classification

methods in economics

and business

main hall   Statistics with a human face, Adrian Bowman

13:20 - 14:20 | lunch

14:20 - 15:10 | contributed #1 room 1 main hall room 2 room 3

Regression methods

and data reduction

Statistical learning

and data mining

Data modelling and

its applications

Distances for

complex data and

Benford's law

15:10 - 16:40 | round table main hall

16:40 - 16:55 | coffee break

16:55 - 18:10 | invited #3 room 1 room 2 room 3 main hall
Challenges in

modern robust data

analysis

Advances in recursive

partitioning (with

applications)

Generalized linear,

latent and mixed

models

Cluster validation and

the selection of a

cluster configuration

18:10 - 19:10 | Cladag assembly

        19:20       | MLT concert

room 1

main hall

        20:00      | Networking evening Palazzo degli Studi, Folcara



day 2 - Thursday Sept 12
8:00 - 8:50   | contributed #2

8:50 - 10:05  | invited #4 room 1 room 2 main hall room 3

Preference

rankings

Compositional data

analysis in practice

New trends in robust

estimation and data

analysis

Mathematical theory

in clustering

10:05 - 10:25 | coffee break

10:25 - 11:25 | keynote #2 main hall   Statistical challenges in the analysis of complex responses in biomedicine, Sylvia Richardson

11:25 - 12:40 | invited #5 room 1 main hall room 2 room 3
Unsupervised

methods for

mixed-type data

Clustering methods

for high dimensional

data

Robust procedures

based on trimming and

forward search

Dimensionality reduction

and model based

synthesis of indicators

12:40 - 13:40  | lunch

13:40 - 14:30  | contributed #3 room 1 main hall room 2 room 3

Bayesian networks

and their applications

Consumer

analysis

Machine learning and

data mining

Exclusive and

trajectory clustering

14:30 - 15:30  | keynote #3

15:30 - 15:45  | coffee break

main hall   Unifying data units and models in (Co-)Clustering, Christophe Biernacki

15:45 - 17:00  | invited #6

       17:00          | guided tour

room 1 main hall room 2 room 3
Latent variable

models for complex

networks - II

Statistical challenges

in functional data

analysis

Modern likelihood

methods

Methodologies for

mixture modeling

Shuttle bus to Montecassino Abbey

Mignano Montelungo Castle       20:30          | social dinner

       23:00          | shuttle bus to Cassino

main hall room 1 room 2 room 3
Supervised and

unsupervised classification

for complex data

Clustering,

classification and

data analysis

Applications in finance

and insurance

Robustness and

stability



day 3 - Friday Sept 13

8:30 - 9:05   | contributed #4 room 1 room 2 main hall room 3
Partial least squares

and dependence

structures

Applications in

social science

Clustering of

spatial data

Dimension reduction

and visualization

9:05 - 10:20   | invited #7 room 1 room 2 room 3 main hall

Mixture modelling

for complex data

Large scale

data analysis

Directional

data analysis

Engendering

statistics in social

studies

10:20 - 10:40 | coffee break

10:55 - 11:55 | keynote #4 main hall   Bayesian Model-Based Clustering with Flexible and Sparse Priors, Bettina Gruen

11:55 - 13:10 | invited #8 room 1 room 2 main hall room 3

Data analysis for

complex networks

Regularization for

mixture estimation

based on constraints

Statistical analysis of

data streams

Semiparametric

methods for

hierarchical data

13:10 - 14:10 | lunch

14:10 - 15:10 | keynote #5

15:10 - 15:25  | closing statements

main hall   Grinding massive information into feasible statistics: current challenges and opportunities

                      for data scientists, Francesco Mola

main hall  

10:40 - 10:55 | data science competition main hall   Kick-off data competition (powered by TIM), Simone Borra - Michele Vecchione

Francesca Greselin | Giovanni C. Porzio


